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Welcome to the March edition 
of the WERSI DIRECT News magazine. 
There’s a few things that we’d like to tell 
you about. 

The Oktoberfest DVD has been complet-
ed and is now being duplicated. Keep an 
eye on the post. 

We’ve launched our new WERSI Sonic 
Demo series on our Youtube channel and 
Facebook page. Speaking of Facebook, we 
have a totally new page that will allow cus-
tomers, friends and fans to better access 
everything WERSI. It’s very exciting. You 
can access live information from here on 
the latest WERSI happenings, concerts, 
tours, product information and more. So-
cial Media is the future and we’ve whole 
heartedly embraced it. 

The WERSI Direct Podcast is also getting 
an overhaul and we’ve decided to widen 
it’s scope by applying to officially present 
it via Apple iTunes. This means that peo-
ple all around the world can download 
the Podcast as well as listen to it on our 
Soundcloud page. 

We keep saying that there’s never been a 
better time to own a WERSI, it’s true and 
we’re extremely pleased to welcome more 
Sonic and OAS customers to the WERSI 
Direct family. 

Our recent OAX / Sonic tour, featuring 
Brett Wales was a success and we’re plan-
ning a further tour for later in the year. 
Thank you to everyone who came and 
supported the tour. 

Enjoy this issue and the details contained 
within. 

Robert New & Ben Scott Hyde
robert.new@wersidirect.com
ben@wersidirect.com

OKTOBERFEST 2016 - SOLD OUT
We can confirm that the WERSI Oktoberfest is now sold out 
and there are no spaces available. This is great news and we 
look forward to welcoming all guests to the festival. 



NEW WERSI OAX800 MODEL
The OAX800 has been available for Scala GS700 customers to upgrade 
to for several months. We’re proud to unveil the new full production 
model that features 10 effect buttons, 2 x 76 note manuals, additional 
9 percussion drawbars and additional live controls. More info further 
inside this issue of WERSI news. 



It’s March 2016 and already we’re seeing 
exciting new developments from WERSI. 
Several new editions to the new Sonic or-
gan range have been confirmed, including 
the incredible new Sonic OAX800 organ. 

WERSI Direct have now successfully set-
up and implemented the WERSI DIRECT 
PODCAST on iTunes to reach an even 
bigger audience. This is great as it means 
that the sound of WERSI organs will reach 
even further than before. 

From the iTunes music store, simply 
search WERSI Direct Podcast. You’ll find 
us displayed in the results. Here, you can 
stream the podcast, save it to your iPhone 
or iPod. iPad users can access it too direct-
ly, meaning the music is always there for 
you when you want it! 

Get online and get listening WERSI 
friends! 

Why not search other WERSI artists while 
on the iTunes store too... there’s a selection 
of various WERSI artists from the pres-
ent through to the organ hey day of they 
1970’s and 1980’s.

LATEST NEWS

NEW OAX 800 ‘LS’ ORGAN
WERSI have launched the new OAX800 organ. The new ‘LS’ edition 
means that the organ is complete with a loud speaker system. Addition-
ally, the OAX800 features three sets of Drawbars, additional volume 
drawbars, 2 x 76 note lower manuals, lighting system for the pedals and 
console. Naturally, a 25 note pedal board is standard and the incredible 
new OAX Multi-Gesture Touch System.

WERSI TO LAUNCH ‘LS’ OAX ORGANS
WERSI will be launching a secondary line of ‘LS’ organs this 
spring. The Sonic OAX500, 800 and 1000 already make up the LS 
line. There will be new ‘LS’ OAX600 and OAX700 editions too to 
give customers the choice of internal or external speaker systems 
for the OAX600 and OAX700. More details and photos to come as 
we have them. 

TRIP TO GERMANY NEARLY FULL
There is still a space available for our trip to Germany to visit 
Franz Lambert. 

If you’d like to reserve a space on this trip, please contact Ben Scott-Hyde 
on 0800 084 2013 or email direct using
ben@wersidirect.com

Flights will be from Standsted Airport and spaces are limited, so book 
early to avoid disappointment. The trip also includes a visit to the old 
WERSI factory and organ studios in Halsenbach. Book early to guarantee 
your place. 14th May 2016, two night stay. 
 



SONIC NEWS
In our February edition of WERSI News, we included a section 
on the new OX7. Last month we had little information / details 
about the new drawbar system, other than it was coming in a 
future software revision for Sonic customers. 

We can confirm that the OX7 is in its final testing stages. The new 
drawbar system features live controls for both OX7 and the VB3 
(WERSI Edition) Hammond clone. It’s very exciting and 

we can’t wait to bring it to the UK. In other Sonic news, we’re go-
ing to tell you that there is more than one new OAX organ about 
to launch. For the first time ever, WERSI will feature two organs 
in their current range that features three manuals. The Sonic 
OAX1000 and a new organ, that will be unveiled this summer.

The new software will be sent to all existing UK Sonic customers. 

A TRIBUTE TO THE PAST, 
BUT A LOOK TO THE FUTURE.
WERSI are proud of their past and the fabulous organ sounds 
that they pioneered. It’s important to look to honour past 
achievements but also to ensure that a new future is secured for 
the continuation of the organ sound. The new OX7 2 drawbar 
system features the true WERSI sinus sound at it’s core. The 
controls of the OX7 mirrors precisely that of the great OX7 up 
module of the WERSI CD-Line. What’s important to know 

though is that the effects and controls are updated with more 
sound character, detail and functionality. What it is not is an 
exact replica of the old OX7, it is a modern new OX7 for fans of 
the WERSI sound. You have the best of the old WERSI sound 
and an exciting new OX7 sound possibilities. 

VB3 LIVE DRAWBARS
WERSI introduce the amazing VB3 Live Drawbar editor. All 
aspects of the VB3 can be altered live from the new live con-
trol system. It’s an incredibly powerful system that allows 
you control of everything from Keyclick to Percussion, Vi-
brato, Chorus and Rotor types, speed, drive, tune and depth 
of effects. 



WERSI CLUB FOCUS UK GETS IN ON OAX
Congratulations to Ken, the man behind WERSI Club Focus. Ken has just 
taken delivery of a metallic black (special finish) WERSI SONIC OAX600 
organ. 

The new OAX600 is an incredible instrument for the home and features a 76 
note lower manual for extra versatility when music making.

Congratulations Ken!

SONIC OAX1000 - THE DREAM!
Congratulations to John on his third new WERSI instrument... the Sonic 
OAX1000! The Flagship and master of all Sonic organs. 

John has a pearlwhite finished Sonic OAX1000 and has quickly become a su-
per fan of the new Sonic. John said, “This is the best organ range have made 
in over twenty years. I previously owned a Louvre and although the sound of 
that organ was good, the new Sonic just blows it and any other organ away. 
It’s just so easy to use and incredibly musical.”

PEGASUS WING V2 FLYING HIGH
Congratulations to Michael, who took delivery of the Pegasus Wing arrang-
er keyboard. 

Michael was thrilled and said “I’ve played organ and keyboard all my life, 
but WERSI was just slightly out of my grasp until now. I love the sound of 
the Pegasus Wing, the WERSI sounds like the strings and the Franz Lambert 
type sounds are what I was looking for. I can’t believe that a small keyboard 
like this has all of these sounds. It’s brilliant.”

SONIC OAX600 - PERFECT FOR HOME
Congratulations to Mr. Spiers who has always wanted to own a WERSI or-
gan. He is now the proud owner of the new SONIC OAX600 with 17 note 
pedals after seeing Brett Wales live on the Sonic Promotional Tour of the 
UK, in February 2016.

“I love the WERSI sound and have always wanted to own a WERSI. I love 
the finish, the modern sounds of the Sonic as well as the WERSI Drawbar 
sounds. It satisfies my love of the Hammond and WERSI Digital sound.”

SONIC OAX600 - THE BLACK BEAUTY
Congratulations to Mr. Dalton who has upgraded from his WERSI Scala 
GS700 to his new state of the art WERSI SONIC OAX600.

Martin is a long time WERSI player and a great musician. Congratulations 
Martin!
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LIVE THE DREAM...

THERE’S NEVER BEEN A BETTER TIME 
TO OWN A WERSI INSTRUMENT.
CALL US TODAY: 0800 084 2013
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Getting to know you (and us)...
I had a phone call from my friend, colleague and collabora-
tor, Robert New, asking me if I would like to write an article 
for this edition of our Magazine.  

‘Of Course I would’ I immediately replied. ‘What would you 
like me to write it about?’ 
‘Anything you want’ he told me. 
Anything I want. Anything. 

That got me thinking. Thinking about lots of things. But 
alas, no subject matter presented itself to me. 
I racked by brains. 
Nothing.  Nada. Not a sausage, as they say in Bedford. 
No important material sprang to mind. My muse had de-
serted me in my hour of need, got on a bus and disappeared 
to Western Supermare on a dirty weekend away by the sea 
(a favourite haunt by the way, of my Podcast co host, Charlie 
Weeks-Bell) 

After what seemed like at least 6 hours, I finally decided on 
something suitable to write about. Something that I (hope) 
you will enjoy, nay, find a little interesting. 

Perhaps you are bored and that is why you are reading this 
in the first place? Unfortunately, if you have raised your 
hopes up expecting this article to relieve your tedium, then I 
fear you may need to adjust your life’s expectations. 

But, I fear (for the sake of word count) I may be digressing. 

What I have decided to write about though is the recent 
video that I put together and uploaded onto our YouTube 
channel (found at https://www.youtube.com/user/WersiDi-
rectLimited) 

I had suddenly realized that as of 2016, we had been oper-
ating as a business for 6 years. Now, in the grand scheme 
of the Universe and all its plans therein, I appreciate that 6 
years is a mere blip on the ECG machine of life. However, 
for us, those 6 years have been monumental. 

We’ve had great moments. I remember with fondness run-
ning through Stansted Airport after one of my colleagues 
had mistook the time we needed to arrive at the Airport 
with the time that the plane took off. 15 minutes from exit-
ing the car to sitting (rather breathlessly) on a plane is quite 
an accomplishment.



We’ve had some not so great moments. We’ve made 
some mistakes, and we’ve lost some customers along 
the way because of these mistakes. But, like a young 
ugly ducking learning to swim, we are slowly, but 
surely developing ourselves into a beautiful swan.  
(Some on the team provide more beauty than others) 

We learn from our mistakes and we pick ourselves up 
and we start again. I am reminded of why we started 
Wersi Direct in the first place. It wasn’t so we could 
retire in 10 years time with a comfortable nest egg in 
Monte Carlo or spend 6 months of the year abroad 
in sunnier climes.  We started Wersi Direct so that 
Wersi would once again have a regular and dependa-
ble presence in the UK and the UK customers would 
have a support network they could rely on. 
Simply put, we didn’t want Wersi to disappear from 
the UK, which it had almost entirely done at the 
time, save for the fantastic efforts of Colin Moore and 
Ken Belton of Wersi Club International and Wersi 
Club UK, retrospectively. 

We weren’t organ salespersons. We had no experi-
ence in running a Musical instrument retail organ-
isation. Robs background was in PR and musical 
production, with some experience of dealing with 
large accounts with big companies. Brett had been 
around Wersi all his life and had seen people come 
and go, and has essentially seen where things have 
gone wrong in the past. An invaluable asset. And 
then there was me. At the time a publican. It was a 
huge step for all of us. 

We begged, borrowed and borrowed again to set the 
business up. We never took investment, we simply 
ploughed in own resources. And we started to grow.  
I think of all the new Wersi owners who are such an 
important part of our family. Our community. The 
Oktoberfest has now sold out in March. 150 plac-
es. Gone. In 5 months of being on sale.  If you had 
told me we would achieve that 6 years ago, I simply 
wouldn’t have believed you.  I love Oktoberfest. Its 
no secret that its my ‘baby’ – my project. My pièce de 
résistance.  I am immensely proud of its reputation 
as one of the best Organ festivals in the country. And 
it’s the same thing again – we are only able to do this 
great event because of you, our loyal customer. I real-
ly can’t thank you enough. 

Now that I look back on our 6 years, we have some 
fantastic customers. Customers that have stayed with 
us and supported us in everything that we do/have 
done. 

That’s really why I wanted to make the video that I 
did. A thank you to every single customer who has 
supported us, whether they are still a Wersi owner 
or have sought the solace of another in some dark, 
damp corner of the world. 

I’ve absolutely loved the last 6 years. I get to work 
with amazing people and I do not laugh as hard and 
as long anywhere else as much as I do whenever I 
work with my Wersi Direct colleagues. 

We like a joke. We don’t take ourselves too seriously. 
I think (and hope that) that comes across. We are 
not corporate. We are not a big company. We are not 
faceless. 

We are Wersi Direct. We are approachable, we are 
friendly and we are here for the same reason you all 
are. 

Because we love Wersi. Always have. Always will. 

That’s not to say there isn’t a serious side to us. When 
we need to be, we put on our serious hats and our 
sensible lederhosen and buckle down to business. But 
that doesn’t mean we cant do it with a smile. 

So, thank you.  Thank you for your support, your 
company and your unwavering belief in us. 

In return, I hope we can make the next years even 
better than our first 6. 

Ben Scott-Hyde







MUSIC MAKES THE 
PEOPLE COME TO-
GETHER
The recent tour of the United Kingdom by 
WERSI Direct saw Brett Wales perform-
ing at cities all over the UK, and bringing 
the WERSI Sonic to even more people. 

As well as tutorials, concerts and Q&A 
sessions, Brett also held several evening 
concerts featuring the WERSI Sonic 
OAX700 organ.

The excitement of the tour was shown 
from the numbers of people who attend-
ed. The additional good news is that cus-
tomers really want to see the new WER-
SI OAX organs. It’s good to know that 
WERSI is still a highly prized and desired 
organ and that there is a lot of interest in 
the organ.



INSIDE WERSI
SINCE 2009, WERSI HAS RESIDED IN CO-
LOGNE, GERMANY. As you drive up to the 
colossal Musicstore building, you can’t help but 
be in awe at the sheer size of the facility. This is 
the place that WERSI calls home. 

Custom built only five years ago, the building 
houses the WERSI show room, sales centre, 
Research and Development department and ser-
vicing centre. As you enter the building, you’re 
greeted by a buzz of staff, all with an exciting 
air of creativity and music making surrounding 
them. Classic vintage cars and WERSI flagship 
organs in the entrance are the norm here in Co-
logne. 

Customers have the option to be able to try the 
WERSI organs and keyboards at their leisure 
in the WERSI store area as well as in private 
booths, where WERSI Sonic organs are readilly 
available for you to audition. 

Go up another level and you’ll find the WERSI 
Atrium that houses a bespoke show room area, 
a very cool coffee bar and lounge cafe and a res-
taurant. It’s a really great relaxed atmosphere. 

The facility also features the usual office facil-
ities, a call centre and a huge warehouse. For 
the first time in WERSI history, you can buy the 
most popular WERSI products off of the shelf, 
such as WERSI Vocalis speakers and Pegasus 
Wing keyboards. Organs are built to order by 
hand, but there is also a range of ex-demo mod-
els for sale at discounted  prices. 

Additional to the WERSI facilities, the build-
ing also houses a photography and filming stu-
dio with green screen technology for making 
promotional films, demos and product promo 
photo shots as well as recording facilities and a 
concert stage hall, complete with the latest state 
of the art lighting, loud speakers, mixing desks 
and video walls. 

Prepare for visual and Sonic overload with 
WERSI. 





HEAD OF WERSI DEVELOPMENT

Uli Wildhack joined WERSI in the 1980’s and has overseen some 
of the biggest technological advances on the electronic organ front. 
He was the mastermind behind the original Pegasus keyboard, the 
OpenArt-System and now leads on the OpenArt-Xtended line. 
Uli is also a talented musician and drummer too and is currently 
designing a new digital drum system for the Sonic and also as a 
physical electronic drum kit, soon to be released later in the year. 

WERSI SERVICING

The servicing department offers the facility to repair, upgrade and 
rebuild instruments. Not only WERSI instruments, but also gui-
tars, amps and all other types of electronic instruments. A skilled 
team of staff oversee the correction of thousands of instruments. 

SOUND AND STYLE DEVELOPMENT

Ercan leads a team of Sound and Style developers for WERSI and 
is based in Cologne. Ercan himself came from Korg Europe and 
joined WERSI after being fascinated by the sheer power and sound 
output of the WERSI instrument range. He’s contributed styles to 
the new Sonic OAX range and also new sounds, which for the keen 
eyed Sonic owners, will recognise in the sound library of their 
OAX instruments.  

PRIVATE INSTRUMENT BOOTHS

As well as the larger WERSI showrooms at Musicstore, there are 
private booths that house a number of Sonic OAX instruments for 
you to try in your own privacy. This is great and you have the op-
tion to also audition the Sonic of a choice of WERSI speakers, from 
Vocalis to TS9000 speakers. 

WERSI ATRIUM

The WERSI Atrium houses a beautiful stage and the WERSI flag-
ship models (OAX1000) as well as a collection of beautiful WERSI 
OAS instruments. It’s the perfect place to enjoy these stunning in-
struments.





A new year means new things to 
look forward to. The perfect system of 
WERSI OAX and Vocalis 120 or TS9000 
has seen a flurry of orders for these amaz-
ing speaker systems, upgrades and instru-
ment orders. 

Prices of the new Vocalis and TS9000 
speakers are: 

Vocalis 120: White / Black: £999-
Vocalis 120: Black   £999-

Vocalis 120: Pearl White:    £1,400-
Vocalis 120: Polish Black:   £1,400-

Additionally, we also now offer as a recom-
mended speaker system, the new WERSI 
TS9000 tower speakers. 

TS9000 : Pearl White £2,499-
TS9000: Polish Black £2,499-

Order your new speakers today. 
We’re currently offering a 10% 
discount on all speakers. 

OPEN TO EVERYONE
One of the best things about WERSI being housed at 
MusicStore is the that anyone can visit. From the fan-
tastic instrument displays to the tech centres, more 
people are experiencing WERSI instruments than ever 
before. 

RELAX WITH A COFFEE
Musicstore / WERSI also has a relaxed Coffee lounge 
that you can enjoy and watch other musicians go by. 
From chilled out guitarists to full blown organists... it’s 
a cool place to be. You’ll also be inspired by famous mu-
sic artefacts too that adorn the walls and ceilings.



THE INCREDIBLE 
SPEAKERS 
FOR YOUR 

WERSI

WHITE
BLACK

PEARL WHITE
HIGH POLISH 

BLACK

KEYBOARD HALL

There are many Pegasus Wing keyboards that you can try out at 
Musicstore. A large Keyboard hall is situated on the ground floor 
and naturally you’ll find a large selection of WERSI Pegasus Wing 
instruments. 

CONCERT HALL

Musicstore features a state of the art Concert Hall. It incorporates 
lighting, sound technology and more that is available to purchase 
at Musicstore. 

The scope of the hall is incredible. We hope to hold an event here 
soon, where we’ll invite UK customers to the event in Cologne. 

WERSI use this facility for product launches, concerts and demon-
strations. 
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SONIC OAX800
A SNEAK PEAK
The WERSI Sonic OAX800 is nearly upon us.. It launches 
officially this April. We thought we’d wet your appetite and 
let you see some of the new features that sets it apart from 
it’s smaller brothers. 

Here’s a Q&A with WERSI Directs Robert New who saw the 
organ in the flesh in March 2016. 

Q: So what sets the new Sonic apart from its smaller 
brothers? 

A: Well the first thing to note is that the cabinet is that of the 
WERSI Scala, but for the keen eyed WERSI fan, they’ll note 
that the new Sonic OAX800 is some 7-8 inches wider than the 
Scala. That’s in order to accommodate the 2 x 76 note manuals 
and fit everything in with regards to the rhythm control sec-
tion and to ensure easy access to the style controls for Live Play. 

Q: 2 x 76 note manuals you say? Is that required? 

A: Well I guess it suits your style of playing. The Sonic has the 
ability to use up to 16 sounds, split and layer those sounds as 
the player wishes and so yes, I think that in the case of the Son-
ic, More is More. Why not have 2 x 76 note manuals? 

Q: With these space changes, are features such as the new 
Blu-Ray drive retained or are they now done away with?

A: No, the WERSI factory has very cleverly incorporated fea-
tures such as the Blu-Ray drive into the cabinet underneath 
the rhythm controls. It’s quite a feat of engineering and very 
exciting. The OAX800 is literally crammed with WERSI tech-
nological marvels! 

Q: The main panels look like they have a different configu-
ration of controls such as physical buttons and drawbars. 
Can you tell us a little bit about this?

A: Absolutely. One of the benefits of having a wider console 
means more buttons to instantly access features of the new 
OpenArt-Extended operating system. For example, there 
are more ‘Live Controls’ and more ‘Instant access’ buttons to 
everything from On Display Sheet Music to editing of Accom-
paniments and direct access to Reverbs and WERSI Chord. 
Also, an expanded control section for the Drawbars is a wel-
come addition. Also, WERSI fans will be pleased to know that 
the OAX800 features a physical set of Percussion Drawbars 
too and more volume drawbars for Upper, Lower and Pedals.





Q: The rhythm panel looks different too. Can you tell us 
about what’s changed?  

A: Again, due to the new spacing of the Sonic OAX800, and 
the increased offerings of WERSI functions, it’s exciting to ad-
vise potential customers that new Sonic OAX800 instruments 
will feature 10 SFX buttons, just like the old Scala and Louvre 
organs did. The smaller OAX instruments (OAX500/600/700) 
only feature 6 SFX buttons, so the increased provision is a nice 
nod back to the past and will also provide more variation for 
live playing. 

The headphone socket is in a better location too. I think WER-
SI have developed the OAX800 with logical and everyday 
needs in mind. There’s definitely an emphasis on easy play and 
easy access for customers who might only just be starting out 
learning to play the organ, or who might just be the ‘sit and 
play’ type of player rather than the technical performer. That’s 
great news. We pride ourselves on being the only versatile or-
gan manufacturer that can adjust the organ to the customers 
needs as we develop it, even once it has been delivered to their 
home via way of software updates. 

Q: When will the OAX800 become available? 

A: We open our order books on the 1st of April for this organ 
and expect a 4-5 week turn around. Existing Scala customers 
can update to the OAX800 standard already, and the specifi-
cation is a little bit different due to the existing Scala cabinet 
used, but none the less, dear God it’s a powerful organ and 
upgrade option for existing owners. 





THE NEW KID ON THE BLOCK - COMPACT YET INCREDIBLE
When WERSI launched the first Sonic prototype, it was marvelled at all over the world. It would later go onto 
be renamed the Sonic OAX600 when it’s smaller and bigger brothers started to appear and the new OAX range 
of organs came into existence.   

When you first see the new SONIC OAX600, the 
thing you notices that it looks similar to the WER-
SI VERONA from the older OAS range. Look a bit 
harder and you can see actually, it’s a completely 
new organ that’s been engineered from the ground 
up and in-fact, only the actual cabinet has been re-
tained for the iconic WERSI design. 

The new OAX600 organ features a 61 note upper 
manual and a 76 note lower manual, new rhythm 
control configuration and of course the biggest 
touch display on the market. 

The Main Display is a wide-screen high definition 
‘multi gesture’ touch screen display. Think of it as 
being similar to your iPad or your smart phone. 

The keyboards of the Sonic OAX600 can be split 
and overlapped. They are bother touch sensitive 
and also both offer aftertouch. The pedalboard is 
the usual WERSI touch sensitive chrome painted 
17 note pedal board and of course there is a swell / 
volume pedal with two programmable switches at-
tached to the left and right side of the pedal. 

The organ comes finished in either Pearl White or 
High Polish Black. Add to this, a height adjustable 
bench and a lighting system that can be controlled 
on a dimmer system, you have a perfect organ. 

The Sonic OAX600 comes in two versions as of 
April 2016, the standard version that connects to 
external speakers, of the new OAX600LS edition 
that features internal speakers and has no need for 
external speakers. 

The Sonic OAX500 also features the new SONIC 
OAX operating system and Windows 10. This opens 
a huge world of new musical possibilities. Whether 
you’re a seasoned professional or a home player, the 
Sonic offers both an ‘Easy Mode’ and an ‘Pro’ mode.

Another new feature of the OAX600 is the manu-
al preset buttons. They light up to show you what 
preset is selected and you can freely move between 
Total Presets and Total Preset banks at your will.

In the easy mode, you can play your Sonic OAX600 like 
it is a traditional home organ, with three sounds for the 
upper manual and three sounds for the lower manual. 

In the pro mode, you can have up to 16 sounds, split 
across the manuals and pedal board however you like. 
For example, you could have 8 sounds for the upper 
manual, 4 sounds for the lower manual and 4 sounds 
for the pedal board. This is just one example, it’s entire-
ly up to you how you assign your sounds. 

There are more than 1400 sounds as standard in the 
Sonic OAX600. An incredible new library of soloist 
sounds from violins to panflutes. The new Tenor and 
Alto saxophones deserve a special mention as well as 
the new string orchestral sounds and the new incredi-
ble Grand Piano. 

THEATRE ORGANS - EXCEPTIONAL
The Sonic OAX600 (like it’s brothers in the OAX range) 
has a very, very unique feature that is exclusive to OAX. 
If you are a fan of the Theatre Organ sound, you’ll sim-
ply love the Sonic OAX500 Theatre Organ sounds and 
controls. 

The Theatre Organ Sounds comprise of the following: 
Wurlitzer sounds.
Barton Sounds.
Morton Sounds.
Blackpool Tower Wurlitzer Sounds.
USA Theatre Organ Sounds. 

So, not only are all of these sounds available in the high-
est sound definition, but they are warm and inclusive of 
the sound character that we all love when we think of 
the Theatre Organs. You can play them straight on the 
fly, or use the new ‘Theatre Organ Magic’ One Touch 
Settings included with you Sonic OAX600. 

You can also control the Tremolo of the Theatre Organ 
sounds. Using the special Sound Control function, you 
can ‘open’ or ‘close’ the trem panels of the pipe chamber 
to control your Theatre Organ sound experience as and 
how you like it. We are also developing a special Thea-
tre Organ ‘Hauptwerk’ edition for OAX, to be detailed 
later this year. 



Additionally to the Theatre Organ Sounds, you can 
also play the Sonic OAX600 as a traditional Church 
organ too. A large library of sacral sounds are at 
your finger tips for you to enjoy. 

The two manuals of the OAX600 means that you 
can really play a classical / church / theatre organ. 
The powerful internal speakers obviously compli-
ment the power needed for making this type of mu-
sic. You can also add the Vocalis or TS9000 speakers 
to the OAX600 for an even larger than life sound 
experience too, although it is not necessary.  

The Sonic OAX600 is much, much more that a 
classical organ or a theatre organ. As already men-
tioned, it can be whatever you want it to be. For ex-
ample, it could be the ultimate synth and pop organ. 
With more than 300 synth sounds, a real synthesiser 
at the heart of the organ with filters, oscillators and 
more, you can create revolutionary modern sounds 
for out this world productions. Marry the sounds 
with the new Realdrums and you have something 
really very special. You can use the six SFX buttons 
as ‘Drum / FX / Phrase trigger pads like a DJ would 
at a club, or live DJ performance. The new CC con-
trol volume drawbar allows you to control effects 
such as Filters etc and many more functions will be 
added shortly. 

The new digital drum kits are very cool. Like our re-
view of OAX600’s bigger brother, the OAS1000, there 
is a whole host of new Drum Kits ranging from Ballad 
type kits to Hip-Hop and Latin Drum Kits. 80’s Drum 
Kits, Dance Drum Kits and Swing, Brush and Jazz 
drum kits have been newly created for the Sonic. Of 
course all of the old drum kits from the WERSI OAS 
range are also present. This means that you take styles 
from your old organs if you’re upgrading to a Sonic, 
or moving up to a new Sonic. Great stuff. WERSI have 
provided a dual Drum and Accompaniment sound en-
gine, which means double the amount of musicality 
from your Styles! 

Making the big sound... With the Sonic OAX600 you 
can freely assign up to 16 sounds between the keyboard 
manuals and the pedal board. The musical possibilities  
are unbelievably impressive and you can create a large 
sound almost straight away. For every sound, you can 
then adjust the octave of the sound up or down by one



or two octaves, you can tune the sound, you can trans-
pose the sound, you can adjust the amount of two dif-
ferent reverbs, chorus and delay effects. 

You can also set the values of the additional parameters 
such as how the swell pedal responds or whether you’d 
like to make the sound touch sensitive etc. There’s so 
much that the Sonic OAX600 can do. 

All OAX instruments are also ‘after touch’ responsive 
on ALL keyboard manuals. This is great news, and 
means that you can make your playing more expres-
sive than ever before. With aftertouch activated, you 
can make choirs vibratos increase on the lower manual 
when pressing a chord harder, or make them sing out 
of tune! It’s a lot of fun, but more importantly, it makes 
your music making better and more dynamic and real-
istic. We love this new function and knowing that you 
can also program what the aftertouch will effect is wel-
come news. 

The Total Preset system of the Sonic OAX600 is 
a joy to use. You have access to banks and banks 
and banks of presets. The WERSI Factory Presets 
are pretty good too. What’s more, for the first time 
ever every factory style has four registration pre-
sets linked to them under the new ‘Sound to Style’ 
function. There are literally hundreds and hundreds 
of factory Total Presets. This covers the traditional 
WERSI organ sounds such as Franz Lambert and 
Klaus Wunderlich type sounds through to lush Pi-
ano and Orchestra registrations. 

Wonderful soloist combination sounds and more 
are also standard on this instrument and natural-
ly there’s a huge user space available for customers 
who like to make their own total presets. The Total 
Presets can be named, the banks can be named and 
you can use your finger to ‘swish’ through the banks. 
The Sonic OAX600 also has total preset buttons be-
tween the manuals too for quick access. You’ll also 
find buttons to move up and down through preset 
banks. 

The SONIC OAX600 comes with the new WERSI 
DIRECT LTD software: Theatre Organ Magic and 
Orchestral and Choirs pre-loaded. 



SONIC OAX600
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Great news comes in all different forms, but for WERSI 
OAS owners, this is perhaps the greatest news ever. 

The details of the new upgrade is as follows... WERSI OAS Verona 
and Scala customers will be able to upgrade their instruments to 
OAX. 

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE UPGRADE?
The upgrade includes all new metal work, new internal circuit 
boards, all new PC parts, new operating system and of course 
OAX. all OAS parts are replaced.  

• All new metal panels to match your instrument. 
• New circuit boards and brushed silver buttons. 
• New musical hardware parts. 
• New PC parts and drives.
• New 11.6 inch TFT touch display with 16:9 movie resolution. 
• New OAX Operating Software.
• English Tutorial DVD.
• English User Manual.
• 3 Year Warranty.

HOW MUCH DOES THE UPGRADE COST?
The upgrade is substantially cheaper than purchasing a new OAX 
instrument. Please see the pricing on the next page. 

CAN THE UPGRADE BE DONE AT MY HOME?
At this time, the upgrade will be carried out at our German fac-
tory. If you purchase the upgrade, the pricing includes the WER-
SI Direct technicians coming to collect your instrument, where 
it will be driven to the factory in Germany and returned to you 
shortly after. 

Currently, we plan to take 4-5 organs at a time to the factory to be 
upgraded and will be running a fortnightly program of upgrades. 

We must stress that we are anticipating a high demand 
for the upgrade service and all orders will be on a first 
come first serve basis, so please do not delay in placing 
your order for the OAS to OAX upgrade. 

OAS TO OAX UPGRADE



FEATURES:

THEATRE ORGAN 

MAGIC
&

ORCHESTRAL &  

CHOIRS



SCALA TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £6,699,00

VERONA GS500 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00
VEGAS CS70 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00

SCALA 76  TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £7,999,00

UPGRADE COSTS:



SCALA TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £6,699,00

VERONA GS500 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00
VEGAS CS70 TO SONIC OAX500 PRICE £5,999,00

SCALA 76  TO SONIC OAX800 PRICE £7,999,00



WERSI VERONA TO SONIC OAX500 UPGRADE IN WOOD VENEER / METALLIC BLACK CONSOLE





VERONA TO SONIC OAX500 UPGRADE: THE NEW TOUCH SCREEN & OAX SOFTWARE





SONIC OAX1000





SONIC OAX700
The incredible new 25 note pedal organ from WERSI. 
New features: New Incredible Sounds, including 900MB piano, VB3 and WERSI draw-
bars, New Audio Styles (Next Generation RealDrums). State of the art music making 

technology, Easy Play functions, One Touch Settings and much, much more!

£19,999.00 (Great Part Exchange available)



USED / REFURBISHED AND UPGRADED
WERSI DIRECT have a stock of Used, refurbished and 
upgraded instruments. All instruments come with a 12 
month warranty and free delivery. 

We offer WERSI OAS instruments and WERSI CD-
LINE instruments in our Used Market. 

Each issue of our WERSI News magazine, we will bring 

you the latest instrument offers and the best deals to 
suite all budgets. 



This is an excellent opportu-
nity to purchase a first class organ 
from WERSI. Many people con-
sider the Apollo GS200 to be a 
perfect ‘sit down and play’ musical 
instrument, perhaps the first that 
WERSI produced with the home 
market in mind for many, many 
years. 

The compact design means that 
the Apollo will fit into your home 
nicely. Of course just because it’s 
compact, it doesn’t mean that 
the sound is small. In fact, the 
3D sound system courtesy of the 
LoudSpeaker design built into the 
organ means that you have two 
tweeters in the top of the cabinet, 
two further speakers on the side 
panels of the organ and a full ar-
ray of mid and bass speakers built 
into the main cabinet. It’s quite the 
sound experience. 

The Apollo features the outstand-
ing WERSI OAS sound library 
with no fewer than 1000 sounds 
as standard from Grand Pian-
os to Organs, Synths, Brass and 
everything in between. 

The Easy Play system of the Apollo 
means that every factory style has 
four One Touch Settings.

The Apollo also accepts Yama-
ha Tyros Styles without the need 
for conversion. Real stereo drum 
kits and RealDrums finish off the 
Apollo’s accompaniment section.

APOLLO GS200
Original Retail Price: £8,999.00
SALE PRICE: £5,999.00
CONDITION: REFURBISHED & UPGRADED
LATEST PEGASUS WING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

SPECIFICATION:
2 x 5 Octave Manuals
17 Note Pedal Board
Swell Pedal 
with programmable footswitches
Real Drawbars
9 for Upper, 7 for Lower
Large 10” Touch Screen
Internal SSD memory
USB bay
DVD / CD Player 
Digital Recorder
4 Sounds for Upper
3 Sounds for Lower
1 Sound for Pedal
200 Styles
400 Tyros Styles
Expansion Packs
Music Rest
Matching Bench
Real Wood Veneer
Total Presets 
One Touch Settings
Easy Play System





The WERSI Verona is a com-
pact home organ that has power-
ful internal speakers. 

We have a WERSI Verona GS500 
in stock that is available with the 
latest PC-technology and OAS 
7.47 software. 

Featuring the OX7 RealDrawbar 
System and Realdrums, the Vero-
na is an instrument of impressive 
musical prowess. 

2000 User Total Presets are avail-
able as well as a wealth of expan-
sions. 

This Verona comes loaded with 
over £3000 worth of WERSI Direct 
Ltd software, including the Plati-
num Drums virtual drummer, Fu-
sion sound library and Blackpool 
Tower Theatre Organ Sounds.

The organ has a large style library 
and is further complimented by 
400+ Tyros Styles, all included. 

The Verona also comes with a 12 
month warranty, English User 
Manuals and DVD Tutorials.

A matching bench and music rest 
are included too.

Comes complete with free deliv-
ery and a personal tutorial session.

VERONA GS500
Original Retail Price: £11,999.00
SALE PRICE: £7,800.00
CONDITION: REFURBISHED & UPGRADED
LATEST OAS 7.47 SOFTWARE

SPECIFICATION:
OAS 7.47 
2 x 5 Octave Manuals
17 Note Pedal Board
Swell Pedal 
with programmable footswitches
Real Drawbars
9 for Upper, 7 for Lower
Large 10” Touch Screen
Internal SSD memory
USB bay
DVD / CD Player 
Digital Recorder
4 Sounds for Upper
3 Sounds for Lower
2 Sound for Pedal
350 Styles
400 Tyros Styles
Expansion Packs
Music Rest
Matching Bench
Real Wood Veneer
Mahogany
Total Presets 
One Touch Settings





The WERSI Scala is a special 
organ. The choice of concert pro-
fessionals the world over. 

Superb and power music mak-
ing possibilities combined with a 
powerful internal speaker system,  
Real Drawbars, Realdrums, Plati-
num Drums Virtual Drummer, a 
25 note pedal board and a huge 
sound library means that you can 
make any type of music instantly. 

Over 1000 Total Presets mean that 
you have an easy play system that’s 
unrivalled. 

Styles, Realdrums and Tyros Styles 
and a wonderful Style Creator 
mean that you are in perfect ac-
companiment at all times. 

A lighting system in the top con-
sole and also underneath the top 
console illuminate the Scala and 
you can control the lighting via a 
dimmer control system.

The large 10” Touch Screen Dis-
play also means that you can ac-
cess all parts of the Scala with ease. 

The 76 note lower manual also 
makes playing piano style music a 
real joy and very authentic. 

Beautiful finishing touches such as 
the chrome pistons and pedals set 
the Scala part from other instru-
ments. 

SCALA GS700
Original Retail Price: £27,999.00
SALE PRICE: £14,999.00
CONDITION: USED (18 months old)
LATEST OAS 7.47 SOFTWARE

SPECIFICATION:
OAS 7.47 
1 x 5 Octave Upper Man
76 Note Lower Manual
25 Note Pedal Board
Swell Pedal 
with programmable footswitches
5 Foot Pistons
Real Drawbars
Large 10” Touch Screen
Internal Hard Disk
USB bay
DVD / CD Player 
Digital Recorder
4 Sounds for Upper
3 Sounds for Lower
2 Sound for Pedal
350 Styles
400 Tyros Styles
Expansion Packs
Music Rest
Matching Bench
Pearl White Paint
Total Presets 
One Touch Settings





SCALA GS700 X 2
Original Retail Price: £19,999.00
SALE PRICE: £9,999.00 
CONDITION: REFURBISHED & UPGRADED
LATEST OAS 7.47 SOFTWARE

The WERSI Scala is a special 
organ. The choice of concert pro-
fessionals the world over. 

Superb and power music mak-
ing possibilities combined with a 
powerful internal speaker system,  
Real Drawbars, Realdrums, Plati-
num Drums Virtual Drummer, a 
25 note pedal board and a huge 
sound library means that you can 
make any type of music instantly. 

Over 1000 Total Presets mean that 
you have an easy play system that’s 
unrivalled. 

Styles, Realdrums and Tyros Styles 
and a wonderful Style Creator 
mean that you are in perfect ac-
companiment at all times. 

The large Touch Screen Display 
also means that you can access all 
parts of the Scala with ease. 
 
Beautiful finishing touches such as 
the chrome pistons and pedals set 
the Scala part from other instru-
ments. 

This Scala is finished in a beautiful 
real wood veneer that will fit into 
any home.

PLEASE NOTE THAT WE HAVE 
TWO WERSI SCALA’S FOR 
SALE, BOTH WITH INDEN-
TICAL SPECIFICATION AND 
CABINETS.

SPECIFICATION:
OAS 7.47 
2 x 5 Octave Manuals
25 Note Pedal Board
Swell Pedal 
with programmable footswitches
5 Foot Pistons
Real Drawbars
Large 10” Touch Screen
Internal Hard Disk
USB Ports
DVD / CD Player 
Digital Recorder
4 Sounds for Upper
3 Sounds for Lower
2 Sound for Pedal
350 Styles
400 Tyros Styles
Expansion Packs
Music Rest
Matching Bench
Real Wood Veneer
Total Presets 
One Touch Settings
WDL Software





SCALA GS700
Original Retail Price: £19,999.
SALE PRICE: £6,999.00
CONDITION: REFURBISHED & UPGRADED (Mahogany & Gold)
LATEST OAS 7.47 SOFTWARE 

SPECIFICATION:
OAS 7.47 
2 x 5 Octave Manuals
17 Note Pedal Board
Swell Pedal 
with programmable footswitches
Real Drawbars
Large 10” Touch Screen
Internal Hard Disk
USB Ports / Floppy Drive
DVD / CD Player 
Digital Recorder
4 Sounds for Upper
3 Sounds for Lower
2 Sound for Pedal
350 Styles
400 Tyros Styles
Expansion Packs
Music Rest
Matching Bench
Real Wood Veneer
Total Presets 
One Touch Settings
WDL Software
OAX UPGRADE OPTION

The WERSI Scala is a special 
organ. The choice of concert pro-
fessionals the world over. 

Superb and power music mak-
ing possibilities combined with a 
powerful internal speaker system,  
Real Drawbars, Realdrums, Plati-
num Drums Virtual Drummer, a 
17 note pedal board and a huge 
sound library means that you can 
make any type of music instantly. 

Over 1000 Total Presets mean that 
you have an easy play system that’s 
unrivalled. 

Styles, Realdrums and Tyros Styles 
and a wonderful Style Creator 
mean that you are in perfect ac-
companiment at all times. 

This Scala is finished in a beautiful 
real wood veneer that will fit into 
any home. This Scala has an exclu-
sive Gold lettering finish on the 
console panel, a USB bay, manual 
presets that light up and a DVD 
drive. 

UPGRADE THIS SCALA TO AN 
OAX800 - Total cost: £13,999.00
Saving over £10,000 off of an OAX800 





ROLAND ATELIER
Original Retail Price: £10,500.
SALE PRICE: £2,000.00
CONDITION: USED

The Roland AT500 organ has recently been part 
exchanged for a new WERSI Sonic. The organ has had 
two owners and is in superb condition. It’s only ever 
been used for home use, but does separate into two 
units for transport. 

The new AT-500 stands at the head of its price class 
with a luxurious WVGA touch-screen display, an ex-
panded dual-manual keyboard (49+64) and pedal-
board, a 100w stereo speaker system, an infrared D 
Beam controller, RGB video output, dual USB ports, 
and much more. With 250 voices, 195 built-in rhythms, 
300 Music Assistant titles and 150 Quick Registrations 
onboard, the AT-500 delivers top-level performance 
and flexibility.

• Superb organ sounds and orchestral voices
• Easy-to-use rhythm function

• High-quality built-in stereo speaker system
• Harmonic bars  (Drawbars) for enhanced organ 

sound and performance
• Waterfall-style lower keyboard
• Multi-function USB port can be used for optional 

memory key (M-UF1G), floppy drive (FD-01A), 
or CD drive (CD-01A) (play along with VIMA 
TUNES songs or audio CDs)

A full specification can be found here:
http://www.roland.co.uk/products/at-500/specifica-
tions/

It’s a real steal at £2000. 



LOUVRE GS1000
Original Retail Price: £39,999.
SALE PRICE: £24,000.00
CONDITION: 18 MONTHS OLD
LATEST OAS 7.47 SOFTWARE

The WERSI Louvre GS1000 is the flagship of 
the OpenArt-System range of WERSI organs. It fea-
tures three keyboard manuals, including a 76 note 
lower manual, a 25 note pedal board, matching elec-
tronic bench, finished in pearl white paint. The organ 
features a large touch screen display, real drawbars, a 
huge sound library and the entire WERSI Direct soft-
ware library. 

There are four sounds available for the upper manu-
al, three sounds for the lower manual and two sounds 
for the pedals. The Louvre GS1000 is a rare instrument 
and combined with its lighting system, it is a rare in-
strument of beauty and easy music making power. 

It comes complete with a 12 month warranty, English 
manual, tutorial DVDs and a tutorial day upon deliv-
ery. 





SONIC OAX500
The incredible new compact organ from WERSI. 
New features: New Incredible Sounds, including 900MB piano, VB3 and WERSI draw-
bars, New Audio Styles (Next Generation RealDrums). State of the art music making 
technology, Easy Play functions, One Touch Settings, internal speakers and much, 

much more!

£11,999.00 (Great Part Exchange available)



SONIC OAX600
The incredible new organ from WERSI with 76 note 
lower manual and 17 note chrome pedal board.
New features: New Incredible Sounds, including 900MB piano, 
VB3 and WERSI drawbars, New Audio Styles (Next Generation 
RealDrums). State of the art music making technology, Easy Play 
functions, One Touch Settings, Vocalis Speaker towers and much, 

much more!

£13,990.00 (Great Part Exchange available)



TS9000 SPEAKERS
The WERSI TS9000 have been updated and im-
proved for music-making in 2015 and beyond. 
Brought back due to popular demand, they are avail-
able in Pearl White and High Polish Black. 

• Active powered 300 Watt output per speaker.
• 3-Way Loudspeaker system
• Special High frequency Horn-System, 70 W
• 8” Middle range, 100 W
• 12” Longhub Bass, 300 W
• Frequency range: 32 Hz - 25 kHz
• 1 x LINE IN / PARALLEL-OUT auf XLR-Combo-
• Dimensions: 1000 x 350 x 360 mm (H x W x D)

£2,499.00





A LOOK AT OUR NEW VOCAL SOUND PACKAGE FOR OAS 7
In October 2015 we previewed our new vocal sound package to Oktoberfest customers. We’re now pleased to 
unveil it to the wider world. This new software gives a new lease of life to choir and vocal sounds in your instru-
ment, and in your styles should you wish to also use them in your auto accompaniment.   

The software consists of choir sounds in high defini-
tion sample quality and of course in stereo. 

The sounds cover all types of choir sounds from Op-
eratic sounds to articulated vocal sounds, jazz singers 
and grand choirs. 

Add to this the new SFX vocal sound library, you have 
an incredible array of vocals at both your finger tips 
and for the sound effect buttons on your OAS 7 in-
strument. 

SOUND REVOLUTION
The choirs and vocal sound samples have been care-
fully edited and perfected for your OAS instrument 
in terms of carefully tuning the choirs digitally and 
selecting the octave and phrasing that should be used. 

The new Doo-Bop Jazz Vocal sounds are a particular 
highlight. They have more phrases than has ever been 
used for a multi-sample. The realism is what really 
captivates the listener. 

The new operatic sounds a true joy. for anyone who 
likes the wonderful sound of strong vocalists and big 
cinematic sounds, these are for you! Powerful, com-
manding and soulful in their dynamics, you won’t fail 
to enjoy these sounds. 

Gregorian Choirs and softer ‘ohhh’ and pad type real 
vocal and choir sounds also provide a beautiful col-
lection of additional useful sounds that are ideal for 
layering with strings, the OAS factory sounds or beau-
tiful pad sounds. 

SWEET CHOIRS AND PHRASES
One of the great things about this new software is 
the realism. I can’t stress enough how real choirs and 
singers have been beautifully captured. Additionally, 
the new SFX library (over 100) is of real singers, real 
Gregorian choirs singing phrases and more. This is a 
dream come true when it comes to making arrange-
ments for songs that you love. The musicality of the 
SFX and phrases is first class and can be mixed and 
matched as you please. 

28 NEW SOUNDS:
• ACC Male Dramatic Laaaa
• ACC Male Laaaa
• Angus Dei 1
• Agnus Dei 2
• Baaaaa Jazz
• Big Mixed Choir
• Boys Chamber Choir
• Cathedral Choir
• Chamber Choir
• Choir Grand
• Church Choir
• Doooo Jazz
• Dowwwww Jazz
• Gospel Effects Ensemble
• Gospel Mixed Choir
• Gospel Vocal Effects
• Grand Choir
• Jazz Scatt Mixed
• Male Doooo
• Male Dramatic Laaaaa
• Male Laaaa
• Male Scat Multi
• Operatic Big Choir
• Operatic Ensemble
• Operatic Vocals
• ShooBeDooo 1

SFX BUTTON SOUNDS
• Library of 120 SFX Vocal Sounds including 

Gregorian Choirs, Singers, soloists and 
vocal phrases. 

English Loading Instructions Included.

SPECIAL PRICE: £99.00
RRP £199.00 (50% Discount)



NEW YEAR BIG SOFTWARE SALE!
It’s that time of year when we offer our best software sales. Get in on the action now and save a small for-
tune and expand your OAS instrument! Mix and Match software as you like and be thrilled with the new 
music making possibilities of the critically acclaimed WERSI Direct Software. 

SOUND SOFTWARE: 
CHOIRS OF ANGELS. SALE PRICE £99.00 (RRP £199)
28 exceptional new choir sounds and 120 SFX sounds. Don’t miss this 

FUSION (Parts 1 & 2 complete package). SALE PRICE £199.00 (RRP £399)
30 New Sounds New Styles, 120 Total Presets. New digital drum kits. Tutorial / Loading DVD.

CHRIS POWELL EDITION. SALE PRICE £49.00 (RRP £69.00)
28 New Sounds for your WERSI OAS instrument. 

BLACKPOOL TOWER SOUNDS. SALE PRICE £49.99 (RRP £69.99)
30 New Sounds New Styles, 120 Total Presets. New digital drum kits. Tutorial / Loading DVD.

WERSI HELIOS (Latin and Drawbars). SALE PRICE £39.99 (RRP £49.99)
17 New Sounds sampled direct from a WERSI Helios (famous Klaus Wunderlich sounds).

WERSI HELIOS (Miller Mood). SALE PRICE £39.99 (RRP £49.99)
18 New Sounds sampled direct from a WERSI Helios (famous Klaus Wunderlich sounds).

BEST OF CD-LINE DRAWBARS. SALE PRICE £49.99 (RRP £69.99)
20 New Sounds sampled direct from a WERSI Spectra CD700.

CELTIC SOUNDS. SALE PRICE £20.00 (RRP £49.99)
Celtic solo sounds that cover Ullian Pipes, Harps through to accordions. 

KLAUS WUNDERLICH EDITION. SALE PRICE £49.99 (RRP £85.00)
21 new sounds, 10 new styles, 40 Total Presets, English User Guide etc.

ORCHESTRAL COLOURS 1. SALE PRICE £29.99 (RRP £34.99)
The sound of the beautiful orchestra. Rolling Timpani through Hollywood strings and movie style brass.

PLATINUM DRUMS. SALE PRICE £99.99 (RRP £140.00)
A virtual Drummer VST - now in it’s 2nd generation with a new style library. Ultra Realistic drum kits!

ORDER ONLINE TODAY! 
www.wersidirect.com
ALL DISCOUNTED PRICES HAVE BEEN ADDED TO OUR ONLINE SHOP.



STYLE SOFTWARE: 
Ballads and 8 Beats. SALE PRICE £25.00 (RRP £34.99)
12 new styles for OAS 7, Pegasus Wing and Sonic organs.  

Pop and Dance Styles. SALE PRICE £25.00 (RRP £34.99)
12 new styles for OAS 7, Pegasus Wing and Sonic organs.  

Swing and BigBand. SALE PRICE £25.00 (RRP £34.99)
12 new styles for OAS 7, Pegasus Wing and Sonic organs.  

TOTAL PRESET (One Touch Settings)
WESTEND MUSICAL FEVER. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £49.99)
Over 100 Total Presets for Westend Musicals.

VIRTUOSO SOLOISTS. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £44.99)
Over 100 Total Presets for Westend Musicals.

THE BIG ONE. SALE PRICE £20.00 (RRP £24.99)
‘The Big One’ - Total Presets that have been expertly created to given you LARGE sounds. 20 Total Presets.

SYNTHS, PADS & LEADS. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £44.99)
Cool and beautiful synth presets for types of music. 40 Total Presets.

ORCHESTRAL & SYMPHONY. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £44.99)
A collection of incredible presets that will transport you to any symphonic and orchestral setting.40 Total Pre-
sets.

ORCHESTRA AND CHOIRS. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £44.99)
Amazing Orchestral and Choral settings using the OAS factory sound library. 40 Total Presets.

MOVIE PRODUCER. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £44.99)
Amazing Movie and cinematic sound settings using the OAS factory sound library. 40 Total Presets.

LATIN SONGBOOK. SALE PRICE £25.00 (RRP £39.99)
The perfect Latin Songbook for getting into the summer feeling. 45 Total Presets.

LATIN SONGBOOK (Styles 2011). SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £44.99)
The perfect Latin Songbook for getting into the summer feeling, with setups for Styles 2011. 45 Total Presets.

JAMES LAST ORCHESTRA. SALE PRICE £35.00 (RRP £49.99) (Deluxe / Standard) 
40 Total Presets for the ultimate James Last sound experience. Choose either Deluxe or Standard. 
The Deluxe Edition uses the James Last Edition sounds, while the standard edition uses the standard factory 
sounds. 



TOTAL PRESET (One Touch Settings)

GREAT ORGANS. SALE PRICE £19.99 (RRP £24.99)
A collection of Total Presets that work with the Church (Sacral Organ) Activation sounds. 

GOLDEN BRASS BAND. SALE PRICE £39.99 (RRP £44.99)
40 Total Presets that cover the incredible sound of the Golden Brass Band. 

GLEN MILLER MAGIC. SALE PRICE £25.00 (RRP £39.99)
40 Total Presets that cover the incredible sound of the Golden Brass Band. 

FRANZ LAMBERT EDITION (ENCOUNTERS). SALE PRICE £29.99 (RRP £35.00)
Total Presets and the typical sound of the Franz Lambert classics such as ‘Lady In Blue, Dreaming Ballerina, 
Atlantis and Villa Vita etc). 50 Total Presets.

FRANZ LAMBERT EDITION (DELUXE). SALE PRICE £39.99 (RRP £49.99)
Total Presets and the typical sound of the Franz Lambert classics such as ‘Lady In Blue, Dreaming Ballerina, 
Atlantis and Villa Vita etc). 50 Total Presets. The deluxe edition uses the sounds from the Franz Lambert acti-
vation sound pack. Includes 10 new accompaniments (Styles and Realdrums).

DRAWBAR COLLECTION 1 & 2. SALE PRICE £39.99 (RRP £75.00)
61 Total Presets of pure Drawbar nostalgia. Perfect WERSI, Hammond and Euro organ settings. 

Cool, Sweet &  Live. SALE PRICE £39.99 (RRP £44.99)
40 Total Presets that provide a diverse collection of ‘Sweet’, Live and Cool sounds for your instrument.

BigBand 1. SALE PRICE £34.99 (RRP £44.99)
40 Total Presets that covers every kind of BigBand brass. 

BigBand 2. SALE PRICE £34.99 (RRP £44.99)
40 Total Presets that covers every kind of Jazz Brass, Combo sounds, 30s, 40s and 50s brass sounds.

ANDRE RIEU EDITION. SALE PRICE £34.99 (RRP £44.99)
55 Total Presets that covers the typical Andre Rieu songbook.

ABBA EASYWAVE COLLECTION. SALE PRICE £44.99 (RRP £69.99)
10 famous Abba hits, Dancing Queen, One of Us, The Winner Takes It All, Mamma Mia, Our Last Summer, 
Waterloo, I Have A Dream, Super Trouper, I do, I do, I do, I do, I do & Money, Money, Money. Includes MP3 
and Total Presets. 

ORDER ONLINE TODAY! 
www.wersidirect.com
ALL DISCOUNTED PRICES HAVE BEEN ADDED TO OUR ONLINE SHOP.
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